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alcohol molecules: principles
and the reaction mechanism†
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Carbon dots (CDs) have attracted significant attention in the energy, environment, and biology fields due to

their exceptional physicochemical properties. However, owing to the multifarious precursors and complex

reaction mechanisms, the production of carbon dots from organic molecules is still a mysterious process.

Inspired by the color change of sodium hydroxide ethanol solution after standing for some time, in this

work, we thoroughly investigated the reaction mechanism from alcohol molecules to carbon dots

through a lot of experiments and theoretical calculations, and it was found that the rate-controlling

reaction is the formation of aldehydes, and it is also confirmed that there is a self-catalysis reaction,

which can accelerate the conversion from alcohol to aldehyde, further facilitating the final formation of

CDs. After the rate-controlling reaction of alcohol to aldehyde, under strongly alkaline conditions, an

aldol reaction occurs to form unsaturated aldehydes, followed by further condensation and

polymerization reactions to form long carbon chains, which are cross-linked and dehydrated to form

carbon dots with a carbon core and surface functional groups. Additionally, it is found that the reaction

can be largely accelerated with the assistance of electricity, which indicates the great prospect of

industrial production. Furthermore, the obtained CDs with rich functional groups can be utilized as

electrolyte additives to optimize the deposition behavior of Na metal, manifesting great potential

towards safe and stable Na metal batteries.
Introduction

Carbon dots (CDs) have become a subject of great interest due
to their distinct characteristics as zero-dimensional carbon
nanomaterials as well as owing to their small size, good solu-
bility in different solvents, the abundance of surface functional
groups, remarkable photoluminescence, electrochemical prop-
erties and so forth. These appealing and unique properties of
CDs present a wide range of potential applications, including
their utilization in energy conversion/storage devices, biomed-
ical imaging, and catalysis.1–5 Typically, they are nanostructured
materials with a diameter of less than 10 nm in all three
dimensions, consisting of two parts: the carbon core and
surface functional layer.6

Carbon dots can be prepared by two main categories of
methods: top-down and bottom-up approaches.7 Top-down
methods apply to the etching and exfoliating of large-size
carbon targets such as graphite, carbon nanotubes and gra-
phene into smaller pieces.8–11 Nevertheless, the practical appli-
cation of top-down methods is limited because of their tedious
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operation steps and the requirement for harsh experimental
conditions.12 Bottom-up methods seem to be the most widely
administered route in terms of the simple equipment and cost-
effectiveness principles, containing combustion, hydrothermal,
solvothermal, microwave, and pyrolysis to carbonize small
organic molecules such as glucose, citric acid, carbohydrate,
biomass precursors.13–16 Current research in the strategies
towards green, low-cost raw materials and large-scale produc-
tion greatly boosts the application of carbon dots.17,18 However,
the low yields and the difficulty in achieving stable regulation of
their properties are the main causes hindering the further
development of CDs. Bottom-up methods exhibit the complex
formation process of CDs, and precursors contribute signi-
cantly to the synthesis process. Hence, revealing the reaction
mechanism of the formation process of CDs is of great theo-
retical signicance to improve the yield of CDs and to realize the
precise design of the structures with specic functional groups
on the edges, which is an urgent challenge to be solved.12

Ten years ago, we observed that the solution would turn
yellow aer leaving the ethanol solution of sodium hydroxide
for several days. We then congured a 1.5 M ethanolic solution
of NaOH and conrmed the observed color change (Fig. S1†).
The initial solution was colorless (day 1) and then changed to
light yellow (day 7), dark yellow (day 8), reddish brown (day 10),
and brown (day 11). The microstructure of this product was
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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investigated, and it was found to be carbon dots with the
sodium element on the surface (Fig. S2†). Interestingly, 10 mL
of the solution on day 7 was added to the solution on day 1, and
the solution turned brown aer 7 days, which is consistent with
the solution that was le for 11 days. We speculated that the
presence of a self-catalyst in this reaction would accelerate the
reaction. Also, it was found that the color change rate of the
resting solution was inuenced by the amount of sodium
hydroxide (1 mol L−1 to 3 mol L−1, Fig. S1†). Subsequently, we
also noticed that a similar phenomenon was reported with
a faster reaction rate during the electrolysis of ethanol solu-
tions.19 However, the chemical reaction mechanism explaining
why ethanol can generate carbon dots in alkaline solutions and
how electrolysis enhances the reaction rate remains unknown.

We spent years attempting to unravel the mystery behind
this interesting phenomenon, but it was not until recently that
we were successful and obtained a satisfactory answer. Under
alkaline conditions, ethanol is oxidized to aldehydes, which
generate carbon chains and tiny clusters through their
condensation and substitution reactions, and then carbon
cores are formed by agglomerating and carbonizing carbon
chains and clusters, nally, carbon dots with various short
chains containing abundant functional groups, cross-linked,
and anchored on the surface of the carbon nucleus were
obtained.

Due to their unique features, carbon dots have been shown
to be excellent electrolyte additives for metal batteries. It is
worth noting that metal batteries, including lithium metal
batteries, sodium metal batteries, and zinc metal batteries, are
the most promising high specic energy battery systems.
Nonetheless, they all confront serious challenges, such as
dendrite growth and electrolyte side effects on the metal anode
side, leading to poor electrochemical performance and poten-
tial safety hazards.20 We previously found that nitrogen and
sulfur co-doped carbon dots with good solubility in electrolytes
can function as electrolyte additives for inducing uniform
deposition of Li+, which effectively inhibits the growth of Li
dendrites.21 Additionally, we applied graphene quantum dots to
the electrolyte solution of zinc ion batteries to get a robust Zn
anode by lowering the nuclear barrier of zinc formation and
reducing the reactivity of water.22 Taking inspiration from this
observation and considering the presence of sodium on the
surface of carbon dots prepared from alcohol and NaOH, we
predicted that these types of carbon dots could be used as
electrolyte additives for sodium metal batteries to modulate the
transport behavior of sodium ions at the electrolyte and inter-
face, to inhibit the growth of sodium dendrites; meanwhile, it
can also supplement sodium ions in the electrolyte.

Herein, we comprehensively investigated the mechanism
from alcohols to carbon dots. We systematically studied the
effect of various types of alcohol (ethanol, ethylene glycol,
glycerol, and n-butanol), the water content in the solution, and
other relevant factors on carbon dots. It is shown that the Na
content of CDs and the process of synthesizing CDs are strongly
associated with the water ratio in electrolytes. Further, we
applied CDs containing the highest Na content as electrolyte
additives to sodium metal batteries to get a robust Na anode by
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
lowering the nuclear barrier of sodium formation and boosting
the Na+ ion transference number. Aer introducing Na-doped
CDs, the Na metal anode exhibited high CE (99.8%) and long-
term cycling stability (1200 h). The SEM and XPS conrmed
the uniform post-cycling morphology and F-containing SEI
protection layer.

Results and discussion

The electrolytic method was employed to prepare carbon dots
(Fig. S3†). Ethanol, ethylene glycol, glycerol and n-butanol were
used as electrolytes to investigate the effect of carbon chain
length and functional groups of the carbon source on the
synthesis process of carbon dots (abbreviated as EA-CDs, EG-
CDs, GL-CDs, and NBA-CDs, respectively). Meanwhile, we also
investigated the effect of water content in electrolytes on carbon
dot generation (abbreviated as 100EA-CDs, 90EA-CDs, 80EA-
CDs and so on, indicating the percentage of ethanol content
in the ethanol-based electrolyte).

Compared with the generation process of 100EA-CDs, 90EA-
CDs, and 80EA-CDs (Fig. S4–S13†), the increasing amount of
water content in the electrolyte leads to a faster reaction, which
we assume is due to the fact that sodium hydroxide dissociates
OH− and Na+ more easily in water than in ethanol. Additionally,
the existence of a self-catalyst in the middle of the reaction
further accelerated the color change, particularly in the later
stages of the reaction. Furthermore, the initial reaction of EG-
CDs, GL-CDs, and NBA-CDs was faster than that of EA-CDs.
Initially, a large number of bubbles are generated due to the
formation of H2 and O2 during the electrolysis of aqueous
sodium hydroxide solution at 20 V, indicating that the by-
product is high value-added H2, presenting industrial pros-
pects. The shorter initial discoloration time of the solution
indicated an intense reaction. However, as the reaction prog-
resses towards its endpoint, the reaction end time increases.
This leads us to speculate whether the decreasing solubility of
NaOH in EA, EG, GL, and NBA sequentially contributes to the
lengthening of the reaction time, which will be further investi-
gated and veried in the subsequent experiments.

Various characterization experiments are performed to
characterize the structure of the reaction products. Trans-
mission electron microscope (TEM) images of 100EA-CDs
(Fig. 1) demonstrate the good dispersibility and uniformity of
CDs with average sizes of about 2–3 nm. The high-resolution
(HRTEM) image of an individual 100EA-CD, as shown in Fig.
S14,† reveals a high crystallinity with a lattice fringe of
0.21 nm.23 X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of ten kinds of CDs
are shown in Fig. S15(a) and (b),† which display similar broad
diffraction peaks at 23–26° attributed to highly cross-linked
carbon skeletons.24 UV/Vis absorbance spectra of ten kinds of
CDs are presented in Fig. S15(c) and (d).† The absorbance in the
200–250 nm range is attributed to the n–s* transition of C–
OH.25 The peaks in the range from 250 nm to 300 nm indicate
the strongp–p* transition of the conjugated double bond in the
CDs.23,25

For chemical composition, Fourier transform infrared
spectrometer (FTIR, Fig. 2(a) and (b)) reveal the characteristic
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 12194–12204 | 12195



Fig. 1 TEM images of prepared CDs. (a) 100EA-CDs. (b) 90EA-CDs. (c) 80EA-CDs. (d) 60EA-CDs. (e) 50EA-CDs. (f) 100EG-CDs. (g) 80EG-CDs.
(h) 100GL-CDs. (i) 80GL-CDs. (j) 100NBA-CDs.

Fig. 2 (a and b) FTIR spectrum of prepared CDs. (c and d) XPS survey
spectrum of prepared CDs.
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absorption peaks for CDs, which are assigned to O–H
(3435 cm−1), C–H (2970 cm−1), C]O (1627 cm−1), O–C]O
(1700 cm−1), –CH3 (1425 cm

−1), and C–O (1079 cm−1) stretching
vibrations, respectively.17,26–28 The element content and surface
functional groups of CDs can be further proved by X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Fig. 2(c) and (d)). CDs
12196 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 12194–12204
mainly contain C, O, and Na elements, and their corresponding
binding energies are around 285.3, 532.5, and 1072.3 eV,
respectively. Like the results of previous measurements, ten
kinds of CDs show similar results for surface groups. High-
resolution C 1s spectra (Fig. S16(a1)†) of CDs show a C 1s
band containing four main peaks near 284.8, 285.4, 286.8, and
288.4 eV, attributed to C–C/C]C, C–O, C]O, and O–C]O
groups, respectively.21,28–30 Fig. S16(a2)† shows four tting peaks
for the high-resolution O 1s spectrum: C]O (531.4 eV), O–H
(532.4 eV), C–O (533.4 eV), and the Na KLL Auger peak appears
at approximately 536.4 eV.31–33 However, no obvious Na KLL
Auger peak for other kinds of carbon dots was observed, owing
to the very low Na element content in CDs and the different
binding forms of sodium to functional groups on the surface of
CDs. The Na 1s spectra (Fig. S16(a3)†) exhibit one peak near
1071.7 eV for the C–O–Na bond.34 Both XPS and FTIR results
indicate that the surface of carbon dots is rich in oxygen-
containing functional groups. XPS spectrum analysis of the
products revealed that with the increasing water content in the
electrolyte, the Na content of ve kinds of EA-CDs decreased to
some extent (Fig. S16 and S17†). The reduced Na content can be
associated with the diluted alcohol solution of sodium
hydroxide aer introducing water. Furthermore, the aqueous
solution of sodium hydroxide is electrolyzed during the elec-
trolysis of the alcohol solution of sodium hydroxide to produce
hydrogen and other by-products, owing to the fewer hydroxyl
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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radicals involved in the formation process of CDs. At the same
time, aer introducing water, the binding form of sodium
element and organic functional group on the surface of CDs
changed, while the ionic form of sodium can be easily removed
in the dialysis purication process, thus an increase of water
content in electrolyte leading to a decrease of sodium content in
CDs. By comparison, n-butanol contains a lower ratio of
elemental oxygen to carbon than ethanol, decreasing the
proportion of oxygen-containing functional groups. Moreover,
100NBA-CDs have a longer carbon dot polymerization time,
which is consistent with the phenomenon in Fig. S13;† thus,
more NaOH is consumed during the side reactions, leading to
the reduction of sodium content incorporated with oxygen-
containing functional groups.

Similarly, under 100% alcohol conditions, the Na content of
100EG-CDs is higher than that of 100GL-CDs, owing to the lower
number of hydroxyl groups and carbon chains in ethylene
glycol, which takes less time to form CDs in the late stage of
electrolysis than in the case of GL; thus, the amount of sodium
hydroxide involved in the side reaction is lower. In the case of
the same type of alcohol, such as EG and GL, an increase in the
water content in the electrolyte leads to a decrease in the Na
content.

Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) was per-
formed to detect the intermediate products of the reaction. For
the purpose of reducing the rate of electrolysis and facilitating
the desalination process later, we reduced the amount of
sodium hydroxide to 1 g and selected the electrolyte when the
color of the solution turned from yellow to brown. We chose the
C18 HyperSep column to remove the sodium hydroxide until
the solution reaches neutrality (Fig. 3(a)). To eliminate the
inuence of the activator, the extraction column was activated
using different activators (ethyl acetate, acetonitrile and tetra-
hydrofuran). This step was taken to ensure that any observed
effects could be attributed entirely to the electrochemical
process rather than the specic activator used. Acetic acid,
ethanol, ethyl acetate, cyclohexane, and acetal were generated
in the process of reaction (Fig. S19†). The formation of ethyl
acetate is a typical Tishchenko reaction.35 CH3CH2OH rst turns
into CH3CH2O

−, which can be converted to a hemiacetal
structure intermediate with the participation of CH3CHO; the
nal ion migration occurs to obtain the product of ethyl acetate.
Acetal is the product of the reaction of ethanol and acetalde-
hyde.36 The composition of cyclohexane is more complex,
including the hydrolysis of esters, oxidation of alcohols,
hydroxylation of aldehydes, hydrogenation of aldehydes, dehy-
dration, etc. It can be seen that acetaldehyde, which is invisible
in multiple tests, plays an essential role during the reaction and
exhibits instability when reacting with other intermediate
products.

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations are further
applied to understand the reaction procedure. We explored the
possible mechanism for the alcohol oxidation reactions under
alkaline conditions based on the previous phenomenon
(Fig. 3(d)). As schematically illustrated in Fig. 3(d), the involved
adsorption energies (Ea) of all intermediates on the electrode
surface were meticulously calculated. CH3CH2OH and OH− are
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
the initial reactants; they are adsorbed on the electrode surface
to become the adsorbed states *CH3CH2OH and adsorbed
radicals *OH at the beginning of the reaction (* + CH3CH2OH
/ *CH3CH2OH, * + OH− / *OH + e−). * represents the
adsorbed substrate. Then *CH3CH2OH is oxidized to remove
the hydroxyl H to form *CH3CH2O, while the adsorbed state
*H2O is generated (R1: *CH3CH2OH + *OH / *CH3CH2O +
*H2O). The congurations of the initial state (IS1), transition
state (TS1) and nal state (FS1) of these steps are illustrated in
Fig. S20.† The reaction energy based on this step is 0.154 eV.
The following step is the desorption of water and the adsorption
of $OH (*H2O/H2O + *, * + OH−/ *OH + e−). In addition, we
calculated the ease of production of oxidation-like substances
($OH, $O, and $OOH) in the electrode surface by the OER four-
electron transfer process. It proves that H2O is easily cleaved to
*O, indicating that it is *O that participates in the oxidation
reaction (Fig. S21†). The production of OH− is advantageous to
ensure the pH of the system and subsequently promote the
aldol condensation of acetaldehyde. Aer the dehydrogenation
of *OH to produce *O and water (*OH + OH− / *O + H2O + e−),
*CH3CH2O and *O underwent a co-adsorption conformational
transition to get the most stable conguration for the reaction
(*CH3CH2O / *CH3CH2O

′, *O/ *O′). Then, *CH3CH2O
removes the rst H from the carbon to produce *CH3CHO, and
the reaction energy barrier of this step is 1.051 eV (R2: *CH3-
CH2O

′ + *O′ / *CH3CHO + *OH). It can be inferred that this
reaction of producing CH3CHO cannot take place automatically
without additional energy. Based on this, we introduce an
electric energy to overcome the reaction energy barrier and
enable the reaction to proceed. During the electrochemical
process, *OH accumulates on the electrode surface and can be
desorbed to the solution as $OH. Then, we calculated the
reaction procedure in an ethanol solution of NaOH. As shown in
Fig. 3(c), CH3CH2OH can easily react with $OH, and CH3CHO
can be generated quickly with the assistance of $OH and $O (Fig.
S22†). Besides, it can be seen that it's such a difficult process if
OH− acts as an ion to dominate the reaction. CH3CH2OH
transfers H to OH− through the hydrogen bonding network, but
the resulting CH3CH2O

− is unstable, which will revert back to
CH3CH2OH quickly (Fig. S23†). The energy barriers are too high
to carry out the dehydrogenation reaction of CH3CH2O

−.
Therefore, the reaction in solution proceeds via free radicals.
Aer that, the intermediate acetaldehyde is easily transformed
into carbon dots by the aldol condensation reaction.17 The a-H
addition of an aldehyde to another carbonyl carbon produces b-
hydroxy aldehyde, which is easily dehydrated to produce a,b-
unsaturated aldehyde. The unsaturated aldehyde can then
undergo a series of substitution and condensation reactions
with acetaldehyde or intermediates to produce plenty of carbon
chains and tiny clusters.

Additionally, a series of side reactions occurred, leading to
the crosslink and dehydration of carbon chains, resulting in the
formation of a carbon core. Meanwhile, short chains containing
abundant functional groups cross-linked and anchored on the
surface of the carbon nucleus to form carbon dots.

The reaction mechanism veries the previous observation
that an increase in water content gradually accelerates the
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 12194–12204 | 12197



Fig. 3 (a) GC-MS spectrum of 100EA-CDs. (b) DFT calculated reaction procedure on the electrode surface. (c) DFT calculated reaction
procedure of ethanol solution of NaOH. (d) The chemical reactions that may occur during the formation of carbon dots from ethanol. (e) Scheme
of the synthesis of carbon dots.
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reaction when ethanol is used as the electrolyte solvent. Since
the ionization of sodium hydroxide in water is relatively easy,
along with the generation of $OH from the electrolysis of water,
it indicates that the addition of water can enhance the
concentration of reactants and, in turn, accelerate the genera-
tion of the transition state reactive oxygen radical to catalyze the
following reaction. Additionally, oxygen is produced by the
electrolysis of water, promoting the oxidation of alcohols. In the
absence of water addition, the reaction rate of EG and GL is
accelerated due to the fact that the increasing number of
hydroxyl groups boosts the chance of exposure to *OH; conse-
quently, the reaction process is facilitated, leading to an overall
acceleration of the reaction. Under the condition of water
addition, the initial reaction is indeed accelerated; however, the
production of CDs decreased due to the reduced amount of
alcohol.

Furthermore, in the absence of electricity, the process of
ethanol solution of NaOH is the same as in Fig. 3(c). However, in
the absence of electricity, $OH can only be produced by
12198 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 12194–12204
dissolved oxygen, which is extremely difficult. Hence, it takes
longer for the color change compared to the case of using
electricity (Fig. S1 and S4†). Once $OH is formed, the following
process is spontaneous with the involvement of radicals (Fig.
S24†), corresponding to the color change phenomenon in Fig.
S1.†

DFT calculation was performed to dissect the interaction
between Na ions and CDs (Fig. S25†). For convenience, one
sodium ion is positioned on graphite containing three different
functional groups (carbonyl, hydroxyl, and carboxyl), respec-
tively. We rst examine that Na+ tends to be absorbed on carbon
dots owing to the strong coordination ability. Besides, carbonyl,
hydroxyl, and carboxyl exhibit higher binding energy with Na+

of −0.13 Ha, −0.13 Ha, and −0.29 Ha, respectively, indicating
CDs assembled with abundant oxygen-containing groups have
the capability of absorbing Na+ ions. Combined with the situ-
ation that introducing CDs into the electrolyte can boost the
dissociation of NaPF6 and increase the Na+ ion transference
number, it provides faster mass transfer kinetics and induces
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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a uniform deposition of sodium ions. Additionally, Na+ ions can
be dissociated from Na-CDs under low potential conditions and
deposited on the Na metal anode; to some extent, it replenishes
the sodium source. A series of battery tests and characterization
studies are presented below to further explore and demonstrate
the role of CDs in the electrolyte.

According to the above-mentioned XPS results, 100EA-CDs,
containing the most sodium content, were employed as elec-
trolyte additives (represented by Na-CDs). Various concentra-
tions of Na-CDs (from 0.1 mg mL−1 to 1.0 mg mL−1) were
dissolved in the blank electrolyte (1.0 M NaPF6 in diglyme) to
obtain a series of electrolyte solutions. Fig. S26† displays good
dispersibility and stability of Na-CDs under sunlight and
ultraviolet lamps. Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) was per-
formed on Na‖stainless steel cells to approximately evaluate the
electrochemical stability windows of electrolytes with various
concentrations of Na-CDs. In comparison, the optimal Na-CD
concentration displaying higher oxidation potential is 0.2 mg
mL−1 and 0.5 mg mL−1 (0.2Na-CDs and 0.5Na-CDs). The
transference number of sodium ions (tNa+) was measured
through impedancemeasurements in symmetric Na‖Na cells by
a combined DC polarization and AC impedance method. The
tNa+ of the electrolyte with Na-CDs is 0.80 and 0.83 for 0.2 mg
mL−1 and 0.5 mgmL−1, respectively, which are higher than 0.77
for blank electrolyte (Fig. S27†). The increased migration
number indicates a higher concentration of freely moving
sodium ions in solution and a faster mass transfer kinetics of
the batteries. In this case, the steady state of ion concentrations
at the sodium metal electrode during the charging–discharging
process achieves a homogeneous deposition of sodium ions,
verifying the above-mentioned stronger binding capacity
between Na-CDs containing polar-rich functional groups and
sodium ions, facilitating the dissociation of NaPF6.

Meanwhile, the solution structure in electrolyte with disso-
ciated anion and more free solvent molecules is performed by
Raman spectroscopy (Fig. S28†). As previously reported, the
obtained spectrum of pure diglyme exhibits three overlapping
peaks at 805, 826, and 850 cm−1.37 The ion-dipole attraction
between the dissociated Na+ and the carbonyl oxygen of the
solvent molecule leads to two additional peaks of solvent
molecules at 842 and 865 cm−1. Comparing Fig. S29(b) and (c),†
it is observed that the vibrating bands exhibit a blue shi. The
bonding formation between the anion and Na+ through uorine
atoms is displayed by the peak at 740 cm−1, corresponding to
the P–F stretching of PF6

−, while pure diglyme indicates no
cation–anion aggregates. According to the previous studies,37

there are two feasible 6-fold coordination in the diglyme solu-
tion between the sodium ion and the solvent molecules and
PF6

− ions: the solvent-separated ion pair (SSIP) and contact ion
pair (CIP). Aer adding 0.2Na-CDs and 0.5Na-CDs, the total
integral intensity of the coordination peaks increases, indi-
cating a reducing number of free solvent molecules, which
eventually enhances the oxidation potential of the electrolyte
and results in the PF6

− anion preferential reduction at the
anode, contributing to the formation of F-containing SEI.38

Then, the electrochemical performance of Na plating/
stripping with and without Na-CDs was studied in a Na‖Cu
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
half-cell at a current density of 0.5 and 1.0 mA cm2 with
a capacity of 1.0 mA h cm2 (Fig. S29(c) and (e)†). Under 0.5 mA
cm2 to 1.0 mA h cm2 conditions, 130 cycles of Na plating/
stripping with an average coulombic efficiency (CE) of 99.8%
on a Cu electrode were achieved, while the cell without additives
failed aer 80 cycles. The addition of carbon dots increases the
utilization of Na plating/stripping. Also, Fig. S29† f exhibits the
unstable cycling condition and high nucleation overpotential at
1.0 mA cm2 to 1.0 mA h cm2 in the blank electrolyte. However,
0.5Na-CDs may aggregate at low current in the rst few cycles,
leading to different cycling performances at 0.5 and 1.0 mA cm2.
Large polarization (40 mV) was observed in blank electrolytes
(Fig. S29(d)†), while the electrolyte with the Na-CD additive
showed a low value of 19 mV. Indeed, lower nucleation over-
potentials indicate a lower energy barrier for the nucleation and
growth to overcome for the rst nucleation of Na+ ions, which
implies that it becomes easier for Na+ ions to nucleate on the
copper foil and subsequently easier to obtain a dense deposit
layer. The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of Cu foil
at 5.0 mA cm−2 to 1.0 mA h cm−2 was recorded to further
understand the surface state aer cycling. Fig. 4(e)–(g) show
a smooth surface of the Cu side aer stripping in Na-CD elec-
trolyte, while the one in blank electrolyte had a mass of loose
needle-like irregular dendrites with apparent holes. The irreg-
ular dendrite morphology can lead to unstable cycling perfor-
mance and cause the accumulation of dead Na, which accounts
for the increased CE instability of the Na‖Cu half-cell without
adding CDs. Furthermore, symmetrical Na‖Na cells were
assembled to investigate the role of the Na-CD additive in
suppressing dendrite proliferation. For the case with the 0.2Na-
CD additive, the symmetrical Na‖Na cells displayed a stable
cycling response over 1200 h at a current density of 1.0 mA cm2

with a capacity of 1.0 mA h cm2 (Fig. 4(a) and (b)), suggesting the
more stable plating/stripping behavior of Na. The deposition
and dissolution overpotential were maintained at around
25 mV. In sharp contrast, the cell with blank electrolyte disor-
dered aer 300 h with a large overpotential. Furthermore, rate
performance tests were conducted on symmetrical Na‖Na cells
at increased current density. Notably, the symmetrical Na‖Na in
0.2Na-CD electrolyte always exhibits the lowest voltage at
subsequent increased current density (Fig. 4(c) and (d)).

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of the
symmetric Na‖Na cells aer 10 and 30 cycles at 1.0 mA cm2 to 1.0
mA h cm2 was performed to reveal the resistance of the surface
lm resistance (Rs) and charge transfer resistance (Rct). Rs and Rct
both decreased, exhibiting lower mass transfer impedance and
easier diffusion behavior, which demonstrates that the interfacial
layer effectively suppresses side reactions at the electrode–elec-
trolyte interface, resulting in a highly reversible sodium metal
deposition and stripping process aer adding the 0.2Na-CD
additive (Fig. S30†). Additionally, the surfacemorphology of cycled
Nametal was investigated with and without the 0.2Na-CD additive
aer 10 and 30 cycles under 1.0 mA cm2 to 1.0 mA h cm2. As
displayed in Fig. 5(a3), (a4), (b3) and (b4), a loose and porous
structure with cracks and a mass of needle-like dendrites is
exhibited on the surface of Na metal with different cycles in the
blank electrolyte. In contrast, the electrode in the 0.2Na-CD
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 12194–12204 | 12199



Fig. 4 (a and b) Charge–discharge voltage profiles of Na‖Na symmetric cells with and without the Na-CD additive at 1.0 mA cm−2 to
1.0 mA h cm−2. (c and d) Rate performance of Na‖Na symmetric cells with and without the Na-CD additive. (e–g) SEM images of the sodium ion
deposition on the copper foil in the blank electrolyte, in electrolyte with 0.2Na-CDs, and 0.5Na-CDs at 5.0 mA cm−2 to 1.0 mA h cm−2.
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electrolyte shows a smooth and compact surface with no obvious
dendrite growth.39 The SEI components formed on the cycled
sodiummetal anode were analyzed in detail using depth XPS. The
normalized XPS tting results of high-resolution C 1s and F 1s
spectra at different etching depths aer 10 cycles are shown in
Fig. 5(a1), (a2), (b1) and (b2), respectively. The C 1s spectrum (no
etching) can be tted using 4 peaks with binding energies of
284.8 eV (C–C/C–H), 286.3 eV (C–O), 288.4 eV (O–C]O), and
289.7 eV (CO3

2−), while 3 peaks at 284.8 eV (C–C/C–H), 286.7 eV
(C–O), and 289.1 eV (CO3

2−) were exhibited aer 1 min and 3 min
of sputtering to remove the top surface in the blank electro-
lyte.22,40,41 For the case with the 0.2Na-CD additive, the three peaks
at 284.8 eV, 286.5 eV, and 289.0 eV could be assigned to C–C/C–H,
C–O, and CO3

2− aer 0 min, 1 min, and 3 min of sputtering,
respectively. As for O 1s, the peaks at 530.1 eV, 531.3 eV, and
535.7 eV correspond to Na–O, C–O, and Na KLL, respectively.40,42,43

The C–H/C–C, C–O, O–C]O peaks could be from RCH2ONa,
amajor organic reduction product of diglyme. In the F 1s and P 2p
spectra, the inorganic NaxPFy and NaxPFyOz are clearly observed,
which hold a higher relative ratio, indicating the severe side
reaction of NaPF6.22,44 In addition, the inorganic component of
NaF (683.5 eV) is found, and its ratio is signicantly higher than
that in the blank electrolyte (Fig. S31†).44 Fewer organics andmore
inorganics (Na–O, CO3

2−, NaF) in the inner-SEI can contribute to
12200 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 12194–12204
stable mechanical strength and high ionic conductivity, which is
consistent with the lower interfacial resistance. Additionally, the
NaF-rich SEI can be observed on the cycled anode in 0.2Na-CD
electrolyte aer 30 cycles (Fig. 5(c1), (c2), (d1), (d2) and S32†),
providing more convincing evidence for the superior mechanical
and chemical stability of the SEI, which inhibits the side reactions
between the sodium metal and the electrolyte and effectively
mitigates the volume changes caused by Na metal deposition and
stripping, nally realizing the improvement of electrochemical
performance. Na-CDs with small size and large specic surface
area can easily absorb Na+ ions. Na-CDs with absorbed Na+ ions
are transported to the surface of the anode under ion diffusion
and electric eld force. The Na+ ions dissociated from Na-CDs
under low potential conditions might contribute to the
increased Na content in the SEI and, to some extent, replenish the
sodium source. Aer that, Na-CDs and Na+ ions can strip off to the
electrolyte. The electrochemical performance of Na-CDs as elec-
trolyte additives is further assessed in a full cell with Na3V2(PO4)3
(NVP) as a cathode (∼2.5 mg cm−2). Na‖NVP batteries were tested
with a charging voltage of 3.8 V. The full cells were operated at
a high rate of 5C, which is equal to a current density of 0.59 A g−1.
By comparison, the full cell with the Na-CD additive sustains
a longer cycle lifespan, delivering a stable discharge capacity for
over 1000 cycles with a capacity retention of 95% (Fig. S33a†). Aer
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 XPS depth profiles of C 1s and F 1s for the Na anode after 10 cycles in (a1 and a2) blank and (b1 and b2) Na-CD electrolytes. SEM images of
the sodium anode surface in (a3 and a4) blank and (b3 and b4) Na-CD electrolytes after 10 cycles. XPS depth profiles of C 1s and F 1s for the Na
anode after 30 cycles in (c1 and c2) blank and (d1 and d2) Na-CD electrolytes. SEM images of the sodium anode surface in (c3 and c4) blank and
(d3 and d4) Na-CD electrolytes after 30 cycles.
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the addition of the Na-CD additive, the full cell also shows excel-
lent rate performance, delivering a discharge capacity of
101 mA h g−1 at 1C and a discharge capacity of 25 mA h g−1 at
a high current density of 20C, superior to the one adopting blank
electrolyte (Fig. S33c†). Cyclic voltammetry (CV) at various scan-
ning rates from 0.1 to 1.0 mV s−1 in the potential range of 2.5–
3.8 V (vs. Na+/Na) further veries the availability of the Na-CD
additive (Fig. S34†). The electrolyte with the Na-CD additive
exhibits better compatibility with the NVP cathode and lower
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
polarization voltage, manifesting fast kinetics for sodium inter-
calation and de-intercalation.
Conclusions

In summary, inspired by the color change of sodium hydroxide
ethanol solution aer standing for some time, we found that the
alcohol can be transformed into carbon dots, and the reaction
mechanism from alcohols to carbon dots was investigated in-
depth. Under alkaline conditions, alcohol was oxidized to
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 12194–12204 | 12201
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aldehyde, which was the key molecule for the formation of CDs,
and this process was proved to be the rate-controlling step. It was
conrmed that there is a self-catalysis reaction during the reaction
process of alcohol to aldehyde, and it is also found that the
reaction from alcohol to aldehyde can be largely accelerated with
the assistance of electricity. Under strongly alkaline conditions,
the newly formed aldehyde molecules can soon be susceptible to
producing carbon chain materials and clusters through the aldol
condensation reaction. Meanwhile, different carbon chains
crosslinked and dehydrated to form the carbon core, which is
covered by short chains rich in functional groups on the surface,
eventually forming carbon dots. As the water content of the elec-
trolyte increases, the production of *O accelerates, which catalyzes
subsequent reactions. In the case of choosing other alcohols as
electrolytes, the oxidation reaction of alcohols was accelerated at
the beginning with the increase of hydroxyl groups and the
increase of reaction active sites. The obtained Na-doped carbon
dots contained abundant functional groups, displaying good
compatibility with the electrolyte of SMBs. It was proved through
calculations that carbon dots having rich polar functional groups
exhibit an adsorption effect on sodium ions; hence, higher
sodiummigration numbers and faster transport kinetics could be
achieved due to the free Na+ dissociated by NaPF6. Besides, more
PF6

− engaged in pairing with free solvent molecules to exhibit
lower reducibility. Moreover, a lower nucleation overpotential in
Na‖Cu half cells and long-term Na plating/stripping over 1200 h
with 25 mV voltage in Na‖Na symmetrical cells were achieved by
the Na-CD additive, which demonstrates that Na+ ions are more
likely to nucleate on the anode and exhibit more stable plating/
stripping behavior, eventually reaching a dense deposit layer and
excellent stable cycling performance. More prominently, due to
their facile synthesis using low-cost and non-toxic electrolytes,
electrochemical methods containing high-value by-products such
as hydrogen hold great promise in providing CDs with various
physical and chemical properties, which opens up vast opportu-
nities for their application in other emerging elds.
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